
Week 20th April 
 

Spelling and Grammar Lesson 
 

Spelling  
Over the next few weeks, we are going to recap some of the spelling rules that we have 
already learnt this year. We are then going to show that we can use these spellings in 
sentences.  
 
Adding the suffix – ed and ing 
 
There are three things we need to remember when we add ‘ed’ or ‘ing’ to the end of a root 
word. 
 

1. If the vowel in the root word is a short vowel, you must double the last consonant eg. 
shop, shopping, shopped. 

2. If the root word ends in an e, take off the e before adding the suffix eg. arrive, 
arrived, arriving. 

3. If the root words end in a y, change it to an i before adding ed eg. spy, spied.  
 
Task 1  
For each of the words in this list, add the suffixes ‘ed’ and ‘ing’ to the root word. Copy the 
three words into your yellow  book and then show you can write a sentence that uses one 
of the new words.  
 
Examples: 
stop – stopped – stopping 
I stopped on my walk today.  
 
save – saved – saving 
I am saving all of my money so I can buy a present for my mum.  
 
reply – replied – replying  
When you are replying to a letter, you must make sure you answer all the questions you 
have been asked.   
 
Now you try: 
jump 
cry 
cook 
slip 
match 
save 
walk 



try 
talk 
wrap 
kick 
clap 
move 
 

Task 2  
Try these words too but be careful because some of the ed endings don’t fit on here and 
you have to change the word.  
Example: 
run – running – runned ran  
 
Now you try: 
eat 
hear 
see 
go 
sing 
tell 
throw 
drink 
 

Extra challenge: 
In some words it is really important to think about whether you are doubling the last letter. 
Look at these examples and write sentences to show you understand the meaning of the 
two different words.  
Example: 
taped and tapped  
I taped down the edges of the envelope.  
I tapped my foot to the music. 
 

Now you try: 
hoped and hopped 
stared and starred  
planned and planed (you may have to look up what this means) 
 
Can you find any more examples like this? If you do find any more please send them to the 
y3/4 email address: lower.school@pocklingtonjuniors.co.uk 
 

If you have more time this week: 
1. Find more examples that follow each of the spelling patterns. You might see them in 

your reading book or hear examples of them when you are speaking.  
2. Copy out words that follow this spelling pattern in lots of different ways. You could 

do some handwriting practise with them or copy them out in different colours. You 
could write them in chalk or water outside.  



3. Design a word search or crossword using these words. 
Answers 
 
jump – jumped – jumping  
cry – cried – crying  
cook – cooked – cooking   
slip – slipped - slipping 
match – matched - matching 
save – saved – saving  
walk – walked – walking  
try – tried – trying  
talk – talked - talking 
wrap – wrapped – wrapping  
kick – kicked - kicking 
clap – clapped - clapping 
move – moved – moving  
 
 
eat – ate – eating  
hear – heard – hearing  
see – saw – seeing  
go – went – going  
sing – sang – singing  
tell – told – telling  
throw – threw – throwing 
drink – drank – drinking  
 
 

Grammar  
 
Adding the suffixes ‘ed’ and ‘ing’ can be used to change the tense of words.  
I would like you to show that you can change the verbs in a sentence to write it in a 
different tense.  
 
It might help you to start your sentences with the words ‘Yesterday’ and ‘Tomorrow’ so 
that you can check you are writing in the correct tense. Read through every sentence you 
write to make sure it makes sense and is correctly punctuated. 
For each sentence, please write it out it all three tenses.  
 
Example: 
Past tense – Yesterday, I walked to the park. 
Present tense – I am walking to the park. 
Future tense – Tomorrow, I will walk to the park.  
 



 
Now you try: 

1. Yesterday, I fell down a hill.  
2. Tomorrow, I am going shopping.  
3. I am eating pizza. 
4. Tomorrow, she will watch a football match.  
5. Yesterday, he bought milk.  
6. They are playing basketball. 

 
Extra challenge: 
Rewrite this paragraph of writing and change it to the past tense.  
I go to the swimming pool and swim 10 lengths. Then, I jump in from the diving board. I like 
to stay under the water and watch other people swim. I get changed into my clothes and 
eat a snack because swimming makes me hungry! 
 
Answers:  

1. Yesterday, I fell down a hill.  
I am falling down a hill.  
Tomorrow, I will fall down a hill.  

2. Tomorrow, I am going shopping.  
I am shopping. 
Yesterday, I went shopping.  

3. I am eating pizza. 
Tomorrow, I will eat pizza.  
Yesterday, I ate pizza. 

4. Tomorrow, she will watch a football match.  
Yesterday, she watched a football match.  
She is watching a football match.  

5. Yesterday, he bought milk.  
He is buying milk. 
Tomorrow, he will buy milk. 

6. They are playing basketball. 
Yesterday, they played basketball. 
Tomorrow, they will play basketball.  

 
I went to the swimming pool and swam 10 lengths. Then, I jumped in from the diving board. 
I liked to stay under the water and watch other people swim. I got changed into my clothes 
and ate a snack because swimming made me hungry! 
 


